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Abstract Motivated by the ability of living cells to form specific shapes and
structures, we are investigating chemotaxis-inspired cellular primitives for selforganizing shape formation. This paper details our initial effort to create Morphogenetic Primitives (MPs), software agents that may be programmed to self-organize
into user-specified 2D shapes. The interactions of MPs are inspired by chemotaxisdriven aggregation behaviors exhibited by actual living cells. Cells emit a chemical
into their environment. Each cell responds to the stimulus by moving in the direction
of the gradient of the cumulative chemical field detected at its surface. The artificial
chemical fields of individual MPs are explicitly defined as mathematical functions.
Genetic programming is used to discover the chemical field functions that produce
an automated shape formation capability. We describe the cell-based behaviors of
MPs and a distributed genetic programming method that discovers the chemical
fields needed to produce macroscopic shapes from simple aggregating primitives.
Several examples of aggregating MPs demonstrate that chemotaxis is an effective
paradigm for spatial self-organization algorithms.

1 Introduction
Self-organization is a process that increases the order and complexity of a system
as a result of local interactions among lower-level, simple components, without the
imposition of external direction or control [10]. The main challenge when designing
self-organization algorithms is how to convey a global desired result to a large number of lower-level individual primitives. More specifically, given a task expressed at
a global level, how can one design local interaction rules for lower-level components
such that the local interactions among these components lead to the emergence of
the global predefined behavior or structure? Our research looks to biology to anDrexel University, Philadelphia, PA USA e-mail: {lb353,david}@cs.drexel.edu
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Fig. 1 Morphogenetic primitives self-organizing into a pin-wheel shape.

swer this question, where examples of self-organizing systems are ubiquitous and
copious.
One example of self-organization in developmental biology is morphogenesis,
where the shape or structure of an organism is formed due to cell shape change,
movement, growth, adhesion and death. Morphogenesis is one of the fundamental components involved in the development of all complex organisms [29]. One
of the essential processes involved in morphogenesis is chemotaxis [11]. Chemotaxis is the phenomenon where cells interact with other cells by emitting a chemical
that diffuses into the surrounding environment. Neighboring cells detect the overall chemical concentration at their surfaces and respond to the chemical stimulus
by moving either towards or away from the source [19]. The motions induced by
chemotaxis may then produce patterns or sorting of cells [42], or even large-scale
structures, like cavities or vessels. These natural phenomena provide the proof-ofconcept that chemotaxis-based cell aggregation offers a promising approach to guiding self-organization processes.
Motivated by the ability of living cells to form specific shapes and structures, we
are investigating chemotaxis-inspired cellular primitives for self-organizing shape
formation. In our initial work, virtual cells are first placed into a 2D environment
with a random uniform distribution, and the cells interact with each other via chemotaxis. This interaction produces movements that lead them to aggregate into a single
user-specified shape. We call these self-organizing virtual cells morphogenetic primitives (MPs). Each MP is represented by a small disk and emits a ‘chemical’ into the
environment. An MP detects the cumulative field at eight receptors on its surface,
and calculates the field gradient from this input. MPs move in the direction of the
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field gradient with a speed proportional to the magnitude of the gradient. As seen
in Figure 1, by employing these relatively simple chemotaxis-inspired behaviors
MPs are able to self-organize into macroscopic shapes; thus providing a distributed
capability that could be useful for swarm and/or reconfigurable robots.
While MPs’ fundamental interaction is based on a chemotaxis-inspired paradigm,
we do not limit their behaviors/properties to be physically realistic or completely
consistent with biology. Instead, developmental biology provides a motivating starting point for MPs. As a way to customize chemotaxis-inspired cells for shape formation, we alter the chemical concentration fields around individual cells. Instead of
the chemical concentration dropping off as a function of distance r (1/r, the physically accurate description), we define the concentration field with a mathematical
function of cell-cell distance d, one cell’s angular location θ in another cell’s local
coordinate system and simulation time t.
Since at this time there is no prescriptive way to specify a particular local field
function that will direct MPs to form a specific macroscopic shape, we employ genetic programming [33] to produce the mathematical expression that explicitly specifies the field function. In order to meet the substantial computational requirement
imposed by our evolutionary computing approach, we have implemented a masterslave form of the distributed genetic programming process. The fitness measure
associated with each individual field function is based on the shape that emerges
from the chemical-field-driven aggregation simulation, and determines which functions will be passed along to later generations. The genetic process stops once an
individual (i.e., a mathematical expression) in the population produces the desired
shape via a chemotaxis simulation, or after a certain number of generations have
been produced and evaluated.
With this algorithm, we have successfully evolved chemical field functions for a
number of simple shapes. See Figure 7 through Figure 10. These results furnish the
evidence that supports the proposition that biological phenomena offer paradigms
for designing cellular primitives for self-organizing shape formation. Additionally,
evolutionary computing techniques, specifically genetic programming, have been
crucial for discovering the detailed local interactions that lead to the emergence of
macroscopic shapes and structures.

2 Related Work
Fleischer [24, 25, 26] created a cell-based multi-mechanism developmental model
for studying emergent phenomena observed in biological systems, e.g. formation of
axes, segmented patterns and hierarchical structures. He also applied his cell interaction simulation system to computer graphics to produce an approach to cellular
texture generation [27]. Sims [44] describes one of the first applications of evolutionary techniques to computer graphics. Genetic programming is used to create
functional representations of intricate, compelling images and solid textures. This
approach was extended to define 3D procedural models and parameters for dynam-
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ical systems [45], and to create the structure and behaviors of virtual creatures [46].
Eggenberger Hotz [17, 30] proposed the use of genetic regulatory networks coupled with developmental processes for use in artificial evolution and was able to
evolve simple shapes. The combination of artificial evolutionary techniques and
developmental processes provides a comprehensive framework for the analysis of
evolutionary shape creation.
Theraulaz and Bonabeau [50, 51] present a modelling approach based on the
swarming behavior of social insects, a type of swarm intelligence [6]. They combine swarm techniques with 3D cellular automata to create autonomous agents that
indirectly interact in order to create complex 3D structures. This indirect interaction, known as stigmergy [52], allows the agents to act cooperatively, but independently, through a stimulus-response mechanism based on modifications made to the
environment. Bonabeau et al. [7] apply genetic algorithms (GA) to the stigmergic
swarm-based 3D construction method in order to direct the overall process.
Nagpal et al. [36, 37] present techniques to achieve programmable self-assembly.
Cells are identically-programmed units which are randomly distributed and communicate with each other within a local area. In this approach, global to local compilation is used to generate the program executed by each cell, which has specialized
initial parameters. Doursat [12, 13, 14, 15] proposed a model for artificial development which combines proliferation, differentiation, self-assembly, pattern formation
and genetic regulation. Via genetic-like regulation at the agent level, the agents can
self-organize into a number of patterned shapes and structures.
Beal [5] presents the concept of functional blueprints for grown systems. It is
an approach for specifying a system in terms of desired performance and a means
of incrementally correcting deficiencies. By defining the deficiency as a lack of
oxygen in a developing biological system, he demonstrates that a virtual vascular
system may be dynamically created to maintain the functionality of the overall system as it develops and expands. Werfel [53] describes low-level primitives based on
capabilities evident in biological systems, with the goal of developing a basis for
engineering developmental processes that may be realizable with living cells. The
primitives implement biologically realistic morphogen gradients to produce structures of desired size, provide positional information, and trigger genetic cascades
that lead to the growth of more complex structures.
In the field of robotic swarms Stoy and Nagpal [47, 48] present an approach to
self-reconfiguration based on directed growth, where the desired configuration is
grown from an initial seed module. All modules in the robot are connected, and
change from an initial configuration to a desired configuration, with the growth
guided by a representation of the desired configuration. Shen et al. [43] proposed
the Digital Hormone Model as a distributed control method for robot swarms. In
one set of experiments, cells/robots are able to generate reaction-diffusion patterns
on a grid in a distributed fashion. In another set of experiments, robots are attracted
and aggregate around targets sensed over short distances. By electing leader(s) as
barycenter(s), propagating gradients of varying structure and using these gradients
as instruction conditionals, a swarm of simulated robots developed by Mamei et
al. [34] are able to self-organize into a number of simple shapes such as a circle,
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ring, lobes and polygons. Swarm chemistry, proposed by Sayama [39, 40] and based
on Reynold’s boid model [38], is an approach for designing spatio-temporal patterns for kinetically interacting, heterogeneous agents. An interactive evolutionary
method has been used to define system parameters that lead to agent segregation
and structure formation.
Werfel and Nagpal [54, 55, 56] present algorithms that employ extended stigmergy for the assembly of solid structures. The elements are separated into mobile
and structural components (i.e., robots and modular blocks, which are the same
shape but have different functions). The robots communicate indirectly through information that is stored in the blocks and transferred during attachment. The robots
and blocks are placed in an obstacle-free workspace, along with a beacon indicating
the starting location of the construction. The robots collect blocks from caches and
arrange them into a structure. A block can immediately obtain, from its neighboring blocks, information about its global position and the present and desired final
structure.
Our work is similar to previous work in that 1) we make use of a chemotaxisinspired cell aggregation model; 2) we apply evolutionary computing to discover
interaction rules; and 3) we develop an approach for multi-agent shape composition.
However, our approach is novel compared to previous work in that it contains all of
the following features. 1) All morphogenetic primitives are randomly placed in the
environment, are identical, and perform the same simple actions. They require no
special seed primitives or customized initialized states. 2) No initialization of spatial information is needed in the computational environment. We utilize a toroidal
environment where all positions are considered identical and play no special role.
3) Individual MPs do not know their location in any external/global coordinate system, and deposit no unique information at specific locations in the environment. 4)
MPs do not contain a representation of the predefined global shape that is being
composed. 5) Genetic programming is used to explore the space of concentration
field functions that surround the individual primitives. Automatic fitness evaluation
is implemented in our method, which calculates how similar an aggregate is to the
final shape and produces a scalar fitness value. Genetic programming uses this fitness value to generate a field function that directs the individual primitives to form
into a user-specified shape.

3 Approach Overview
There are two major components in the self-organizing shape formation process: an
MP aggregation simulation system and a genetic programming framework. Using
chemotaxis as a paradigm, the aggregation simulation system calculates the movements of each primitive during the spatial self-organization process. The genetic
programming (GP) framework is used to discover the local interaction rules employed during the computed simulation. It is these rules that direct MPs to aggregate into user-specified shapes and patterns. The local interactions rules are explic-
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Fig. 2 Overview of the genetic programming process that produces the chemical field functions of
morphogenetic primitives.

itly represented as ‘chemical’ field functions with variables of cell-cell distance d,
one cell’s angular location θ in another cell’s local coordinate system, and simulation time t, i.e., f (d, θ ,t). In the context of a GP framework, the ‘chemical’ field
functions are the individuals to be evolved [4].
The general approach, which has been implemented within the Open Beagle
Framework [28], to defining the field functions that ultimately produce the userdesired shape is presented in Figure 2. We start with a population of functions that
is initially randomly generated. Each function is compiled into a chemotaxis-based
cell aggregation simulation, and defines the chemical field that surrounds all of the
individual cells for a particular aggregation simulation. A chemotaxis simulation
is then performed. Each MP simulation usually produces some kind of aggregated
structure. The resulting MP configuration (the simulated aggregation) is compared
to the user-desired shape, and a scalar fitness value is calculated that quantifies how
well the computed shape matches the desired shape. A subset of the top candidates
is then used to create the next generation of field functions. The process continues until a field function produces the desired shape or the maximum number of
generations is reached.
We have utilized this new approach to define morphogenetic primitives that aggregate to form a number of user-defined shapes, e.g., an ellipse, a diamond, an
hourglass, a cross, the letter ‘b’, the letter ‘S’, a star and a triangle. In the process of evolving the field functions for user-defined shapes, a few pleasant surprises emerged. Most of them included repeated patterns, e.g., stripes, spots and
sine waves, but interestingly a gear shape emerged from the evolutionary process.
We believe that this new approach to automated shape formation can be extended
and applied to a number of applications, including the control of robotic swarms,
motion specification of animated crowds, and generative model creation.
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Fig. 3 Overview of the steps executed in the chemotaxis simulator.

4 Morphogenetic Primitives
4.1 2-D Biological Cell Aggregation Simulation
MPs are based on a computational model and software system that is capable of
simulating chemotaxis-based cell aggregation in 2-D [21, 23]. This 2-D chemotaxisbased cell aggregation model incorporates fundamental parameters involved in cellcell aggregation. Using appropriate approximations / assumptions with efficient and
effective algorithms, the model forms the core of a robust and extensible simulation
environment, which has enabled us to study and identify the critical components of
cell interaction and behavior that most influence aggregation outcomes.
In this earlier system, each cell is defined by a collection of physiologically relevant parameters and actions, such as the location of the cell, age, life cycle stage,
chemoattractant secretion and response rates, diffusion radius, proliferation rate,
adhesivity and number of attached cells. Virtual cells in the system are able to emit
chemoattractants, sense the chemoattractant gradient, move in the direction of the
gradient, proliferate, adhere to other cells, age and die. The 2-D cell aggregation
model was later extended to simulate self-sorting of heterotypic agents [20, 22].
The 2-D cell aggregation model provides a critical computational component for
our morphogenetic primitive simulation framework.
Each MP aggregation process begins by randomly placing a number of MPs (500
for our examples) with uniform random positions and orientations in a periodic
(i.e., toroidal) computational environment. In order to avoid outcomes influenced
by boundary conditions, we make our computational environment toroidal. i.e. the
top edge of our simulation arena is connected to the bottom edge, and the left edge
is connected to the right edge. A single aggregation simulation is comprised of a
series of time steps. For our current work we have disabled several of the features
implemented in our earlier work, namely cell adhesion, division and death. For each
time step, each primitive performs a prescribed set of actions, which are outlined in
Figure 3 and described in detail in the remainder of this section.
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4.2 MP Design Principles
Several principles were followed when developing morphogenetic primitives. 1)
MPs are autonomous ‘agents’. Each MP is an independent entity that senses the environment, responds to it, and then modifies the environment and its internal state.
There is no ‘master designer’ directing the actions/motions of the MPs. 2) Actions
are based on local information. Each primitive emits a finite field that can be sensed
only by other primitives within a certain range. The only information received by an
MP is gathered at its surface, namely the concentration of the cumulative field and
contact with immediate neighboring MPs. 3) MPs respond to information with prescribed behaviors. The actions performed by each MP are the same, but the specifics
of the individual actions are based on information received from the environment.
4) MPs have no representation of the final, macroscopic shape to be produced. MPs
do not use information about the final shape to determine what actions to take. Their
actions are pre-determined by the ultimate shape to produce, but MPs do not carry
or access information about the shape. 5) MPs do not know their current global position nor their final position relative to the specified shape. 6) The shape emerges
from the aggregation of local interactions and behaviors. Rather than follow a plan
to produce the shape, MPs sense, change and respond to the cumulative field concentration. This simple behavior, when combined with somewhat complex individual
fields, will direct the MPs to take individual actions, based on local information, that
will ultimately direct them to aggregate into a user-defined, macroscopic shape.

4.3 Chemical Emission and Sensing
Each MP emits a ‘chemical’ into the environment. The ‘chemical’ conceptually
diffuses out from the MP’s surface into the surrounding environment within a certain
distance of influence in all directions in 2D. In our system the field function is
truncated at a fixed distance (Rmax = 200 units) in order to keep the MP interaction
finite and local.
Each MP has eight receptors evenly distributed on its surface. The placement of
the receptors, within the MP’s local coordinate system, begins at 45◦ in the upper
right and proceeds clockwise. The overall chemical gradient sensed by an MP is
calculated with the following equations,
Cx =
Cy =

7 +Λ3
Λ2 − Λ6 + Λ1 −Λ5√−Λ
2

2 ∗ rc
5 −Λ3
Λ8 − Λ4 + Λ7 +Λ1√−Λ
2

2 ∗ rc
∇C = (Cx ,Cy )

(1)
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Fig. 4 A single MP has radius rc and eight chemoattractant receptors identified as ri . The MP’s
chemical field cannot be sensed past RMax .

where Λi is the chemical concentration sensed at receptor ri and rc is the MP’s radius
(5 units for our examples). The locations of the numbered receptors are provided in
Figure 4.

4.4 Movement
Instead of implementing a complex form of chemotaxis-based motion [8, 31], we
adopted a simplified chemotaxis-inspired method of calculating MP movement. The
‘chemical’ gradient is used to determine the primitive’s velocity. We assume that
MPs travel at a terminal velocity through a viscous fluid environment, therefore an
MP’s velocity is directly proportional to the chemical field gradient (∇C). When an
MP moves in the direction of the chemical gradient, its velocity (V) is calculated as
V = λ ∗ ∇C,

(2)

where λ (1 for our examples) is a constant that determines the magnitude of a cell’s
response to the gradient. At each simulation time step (∆t) the displacement of the
MP is
∆ x = V ∗ ∆t.
(3)

4.5 Rotation
Each MP is assigned its own local coordinate system with a random orientation ω
between 0◦ to 359◦ , and is allowed to rotate. Additionally MPs are given the ability
to detect the orientation of close neighbors and are programmed to rotate in a way
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that aligns their local coordinate system with the average orientation of immediate
neighbors [3], a behavior observed in living cells [16].
In our simulations, ‘nearby’ neighbors are those MPs within a distance of four
cell-radii. Each MP identifies its nearby neighbors, detects its neighbors’ orientations, and calculates the average orientation of these neighbors ωavg via a vector
average of the neighbors’ orientations ω̂avg . To perform local alignment, MPs incrementally rotate one degree along the shortest arc towards the average orientation of
its neighbors during each time step. The following equations detail these actions.
ω̂ = cos(ω) + isin(ω),

(4)

n

1
j ∈ immediate neighbors,
∑ ω̂ j = x + iy
n j=1
(
acos(x/||ω̂avg ||)
y ≤ 0,
ωavg =
360◦ − acos(x/||ω̂avg ||) otherwise.
(
ω + (ωavg − ω)/|ωavg − ω| |ωavg − ω| ≤ 180◦ ,
ωnew =
ω − (ωavg − ω)/|ωavg − ω| otherwise.
ω̂avg =

(5)

(6)

(7)

ω̂ is vector presentation of an MP’s orientation ω and ωnew is the new orientation
after the MP has rotated towards the average of its neighbors’ orientations. These
incremental rotations will eventually lead to the global alignment of all of the MPs’
local coordinate systems [49].

4.6 Randomness in the System
Similar to stochastic optimization [41], randomness is injected into the system as a
small amount of noise. Noise is important in preventing the set of MPs from forming
into local minima configurations, and is included in our simulations in a number of
ways.
When a displacement produced by following the chemical gradient, as in Equations 2 and 3, causes an MP to collide with another MP, a small step (1 to 6 units) is
taken in a random direction with 90% probability, instead of the calculated step that
produced the collision. After 1 out of 10 detected collisions, the MP does not move
at all. If a second collision occurs after taking the random step, the primitive does
not move and remains at its current location.
MPs follow the chemical field gradient with probability PFollow , which is a function of the current simulation time tcurrent and end time tend of the simulation, and is
defined as



tcurrent
PFollow = 0.5 ∗ 1 − cos π ∗
.
(8)
tend
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This is a cosine function that goes from 0 to 1 over the span of the MP simulation.
When an MP does not follow the chemical gradient, it takes a small random step. As
simulation time increases the value of PFollow increases, and fewer and fewer MPs
make random movements; thus stabilizing the shape of the aggregate. This type
of decreasing randomness is motivated by the annealing process of the Metropolis
algorithm [32, 35].
Finally, in order to eliminate the side effects that might be associated with the
organization of the internal data structures in our simulation system, MPs are processed in a random order at each time step of the simulation, rather than in the order
in which they are stored. We have found that in general this improves the robustness
and effectiveness of the approach. See Section 7.1.

5 A Genetic Programming Framework
5.1 Genetic Programming
Genetic programming (GP) is a type of evolutionary computation that provides an
automated approach to software and function development based on genetics, reproduction, mutation, recombination, and selection. GP evolves a computer program or
mathematical function based on its ability to perform a specified computational task,
as evaluated by a fitness function [18, 33]. The underlying concept of evolutionary
computation is: given a population of individuals and provided an evolutionary process of variation based on the fitness of the individuals, produce a new population
with higher fitness values than the previous population.
The evolutionary computation approach to a certain problem consists of the following components: individuals, fitness evaluation, selection and variation, initialization, a termination condition and control parameters. An individual is a representation in the form of a solution to the problem. For example, when GP is used
to automatically generate computer programs, each individual of a GP generation
is a parse tree that holds software instructions. Therefore, a population of individuals, which are going to evolve in the evolutionary process, represents a number
of candidate programs that provide solutions to the problem. The fitness function
defines how close a candidate solution is to the desired solution. A threshold value
for this function defines the termination condition. In other words, fitness evaluation
defines a similarity metric between an individual outcome and the final goal. The
more similar the two are, the better (more fit) the individual is considered to be.
There are two kinds of selections: parent selection and survival selection. Parent
selection or mating selection provides a higher probability that the higher fitness
individuals will become parents in the next generation. While survival selection is a
replacement strategy that swaps newly-generated individuals with older ones in order to increase the overall fitness of the new generation [18]. Selection is responsible
for the quality improvement of the population. Variation, which includes reproduc-
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Fig. 5 Genetic programming flowchart.

tion, recombination and mutation procedures, is the mechanism that creates new
individuals from the existing ones [33].
Genetic programming, as outlined in Figure 5, is different from other types of
evolutionary computing algorithms in that the individuals are parse trees consisting
of elements from a Function Set F and a Terminal Set T. Elements of T reside in
the leaves of the parse trees and the symbols of F are stored in the internal nodes.
The ramped half-and-half method (one of the most common) is employed for initialization [18]. It utilizes the parameter DMax , the maximum depth of the parse tree.
The initial generation is generated by two methods with equal probability. 1) Full
method: each branch of the tree has the same depth up to DMax . 2) Grow method:
the tree is constructed from a root with tree nodes chosen randomly from both the
F and T sets as long as the depth of the tree does not exceed DMax . The most common termination criteria either specify the maximum number of generations or the
fitness threshold value. While the fitness evaluation function is specific to the particular problem, the process of variation can be abstracted from the problem domain.
Crossover in GP is performed by swapping subtrees between two parents (in the
most common case). Mutation is mostly implemented by replacing a subtree of the
selected individual by a randomly generated subtree, with the constraint that the
depth of the new individual does not exceed DMax . This is known as single-point
mutation. Reproduction simply copies the parent individual to create offspring.
When using GP to produce solutions, various combinations of selection and replacement mechanisms can be applied. For example, for parent selection, one can
apply fitness proportional selection, where the probability of selecting an individual
is a proportional to the fitness of that individual. After obtaining parent(s), GP applies genetic operations like crossover and mutation on the parent individuals and
generates new individuals as offsprings. One then can specify how the offsprings
replace individuals in the previous generation to construct a new generation. For
example, one can use generational replacement to replace all individuals in the previous generation with newly generated offspring. After specifying the initialization
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procedure, the selection mechanism, the replacement scheme, the fitness evaluation process and related parameters, the GP method is executed, and solutions are
evolved and evaluated.

5.2 Chemical Field Evolution via GP
The chemical field function C around an individual MP has the form 1/C (d, θ ,t).
We define the secondary function C to be polynomial and trigonometric functions
with variables of cell-cell distance d, one cell’s angular position θ in another cell’s
local coordinate system, and simulation time t. We utilize a genetic programming
framework to evolve the secondary function C . We use 1/C () in the aggregation
simulation in order to increase the likelihood of creating a chemical field function
that decreases with distance from an MP. In fact, since the variable d is a function
included in the initial population, 1/d is a candidate solution evaluated in the first
generation of the GP process. We also include real numbers E in the chemical field
function. The chemical field functions are the genotypes of the evolutionary process
and are stored as a prefix parse tree. The aggregated forms produced by the chemotaxis simulator are the phenotypes associated with the chemical field functions in a
population.
The details of the morphogenetic primitive genetic programming process, as illustrated in Figure 2, are the following. The ramped half-and-half [18, 33] method is
used to generate the initial population of functions. Each MP aggregation simulation
employs one function from the population as the chemical field function for all of
its MPs. A simulation is performed for each chemical field function, producing an
image of the aggregated result that emerges from the local interactions directed by
the function. Each aggregated result is then evaluated by the fitness function, which
compares the aggregate image with a target image. A fitness value (a scalar between
0 and 1) is assigned to each individual that quantifies how closely the resulting
aggregate matches the target shape. The fitness values are returned to the GP framework. Parent selection is then performed on the population based on the fitness value
and variation takes place. Generational replacement is used for survival selection,
which means that the offspring replaces the parents from the previous generation.
The GP process repeats until the termination criteria are met, either after generating a maximum number of generations or the fitness of an individual surpasses
the threshold, i.e., the associated aggregate is approximately the same shape as the
target.
We can also seed the first generation with functions produced by a previous run of
the shape composition process. For example, when trying to generate the hourglass
shape (Figure 8 (left)), we first ran 50 generations of the GP-based shape composition process and then picked the 100 top individuals from all 50 of the generations
to be the first generation for another cycle of a new GP process.
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Fig. 6 Aggregated MPs are aligned with a target shape. The square of the ratio of overlapping
black pixels and the total number of black pixels in the target shape gives the fitness value for the
aggregate.

5.3 Fitness Function
The fitness function defines the similarity between two shapes, the aggregate generated by the MPs under the influence of the chemical field function and the userdefined target shape. Both the final aggregate from the MP simulation and the userdefined target shape are represented as black and white images. For the aggregates,
the locations occupied by the MPs are marked with black pixels. The targets are
represented with images of black solid geometric shapes.
The fitness function is based on comparing these images at the pixel level. It
is important to keep the total area of the MPs (the area of one MP times the total
number of MPs) approximately equal to the area of the target shape. Since MPs
are not aware of a global coordinate system, we do not want the shape of the resulting aggregate to be tied to a specific fixed orientation. We therefore align the
aggregated shape with the target shape before applying the fitness function. This
is accomplished by applying a translation and rotation to the candidate aggregated
shape that aligns its centroid and major axis with those of the target shape, as seen
in Figure 6. This allows MPs to aggregate into the desired shape, but not necessarily
in the same position and orientation of the target. Given the toroidal structure of
the computational environment a specialized technique is required to calculate the
centroid of the MP aggregate [1].
Once the alignment is completed, the fitness function is calculated as the square
of the ratio of the number of black pixels that overlap in the aggregate and target
images and the total number of black pixels in the target shape:

f=

∑ pi , pi ∈ Sa ∩ St
∑ p j , p j ∈ St

2
,

(9)

where f is the fitness of the individual, pi are the black pixels that are present in
both the aggregate and target images, p j are the black pixels in the target image, Sa
and St are the aggregate and the target shape images. The floating-point number f ,
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which has a value between 0 and 1, is assigned as the fitness of the chemical field
function used to generate the aggregate shape.
A large number of computed aggregates have an amorphous, blob-like shape,
which can produce significant overlap with most target shapes and a high fitness
value. Squaring the ratio makes the fitness function more sensitive to shape similarity, and produces a high value only when the two shapes are truly similar. Therefore,
adding the square term to the fitness evaluation function decreases the fitness value
for these amorphous shapes, and thus makes it better at identifying aggregates that
have the target’s shape.

5.4 GP Parameters
The following summarizes the components in the GP process.
• Individuals: Each individual is represented as a prefix tree with a maximum
depth DMax = 17. Elements of the terminal set are stored in the leaf nodes and
elements of the function set are stored in the internal nodes.
• Function and terminal set:
F = {+, −, ∗, /, exp, log, sin, cos}
T = {E, d, θ ,t}
In order to maintain the closure property of the GP process [18, 33], we use
protected division and protected logarithm, which allows for the most general
description of the functions. Here, E ∈ ℜ is a real number; d is the distance
between two MPs, θ is the angular location of one MP measured in the local
coordinate system of another MP, and t is the simulation time.
• Selection: Parent selection is proportional to the fitness value and uses tournament selection (tournament selection size k = 7), which randomly chooses k individuals out of the population and returns the one with the best fitness. Generational replacement is used for survivor selection.
• Variation: When making new offspring a swap subtree crossover operation and
single-point mutation, i.e., replacing a subtree with a stochastically generated
subtree, are used.
• Fitness evaluation: We compare an image of the resulting aggregate with an
image of the target shape. The comparison produces a fitness value, a floatingpoint number between 0 and 1, with 1 being the maximum fitness (similarity)
value.
Parameters used to control the GP process are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

population size: 100.
maximum number of generations: 50 or 100.
crossover probability: Pc = 0.75 to 0.9.
mutation probability: Pm = 0.1 to 0.25.
DMax : 17 (maximum parse tree depth),
k: 7 (tournament selection size).
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5.5 Distributed Master-Slave Model
Given the magnitude of the search space, i.e., all possible polynomial and trigonometric functions constructed from the function set and the terminal set in a parse
tree of depth DMax , and the significant amount of computation needed to search and
evaluate it, we have developed a distributed computing system to produce MP solutions [2]. Open Beagle [28], a C++ evolutionary computing framework, has been
utilized and altered to function as the computational core of the distributed genetic
programming environment. Utilizing Unix shell scripting [9], we implemented an
N-slave, 1-master system, with the master process adaptively distributing individual
MP simulations among the slave processes.
The master process adaptively sends out individual functions over a network to
a number of slave processes, and performs most of the genetic programming steps.
Each slave node hosts one slave process. The slave process is responsible for incorporating the individual (chemical field function) into an MP simulation program,
running the simulation, comparing the resulting aggregated shape with the userdefined shape and returning a fitness value to the master process. The master process then utilizes the fitness value associated with the individual function to perform
genetic programming operations. It generates a new population, which is distributed
once again to the slave nodes, and concludes the whole GP process once the termination criteria are met.

6 Spatial Self-Organization Results
6.1 MPs with Fixed Orientation
In the first experiments utilizing our approach, all MPs have the same, fixed orientation. MPs do not rotate and do not attempt to align with their neighbors, since they
share a common coordinate system. The MP simulations performed during the GP
process consisted of 500 primitives, where each primitive has a radius of 5 units1 .
The MPs move in a toroidal computational environment of 500 × 500 units on a
hexagonal grid, where locations on the grid are separated by 1 unit. Each simulation
is run for 1000 time steps.
The target shapes given to the MP aggregation framework include an ellipse (Figure 7 (left)), a diamond (Figure 7 (right middle)), an hourglass (Figure 8 (left)), a
cross (Figure 8 (right middle)), the letter ‘b’ (Figure 9 (left)), the letter ‘S’ (Figure 9
(right middle)), a star (Figure 10 (left)) and a triangle (Figure 10 (right middle)).
The best resulting MP-generated shapes are placed next to the target shapes in these
figures. The ‘S’ shape did not completely converge on the desired shape. While the
target letter ‘S’ is a stand-alone object, the associated MP aggregate is a continu1

One unit of length is equal to a pixel width.
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Fig. 7 Ellipse: (left) Target shape. (left middle) Self-organized MPs. Diamond: (right middle)
Target shape. (right) Self-organized MPs.

Fig. 8 Hourglass: (left) Target shape. (left middle) Self-organized MPs. Cross: (right middle) Target shape. (right) Self-organized MPs.

Fig. 9 Letter ‘b’: (left) Target shape. (left middle) Self-organized MPs. Letter ‘S’: (right middle)
Target shape. (right) Self-organized MPs.

Fig. 10 Star: (left) Target shape. (left middle) Self-organized MPs. Triangle: (right middle) Target
shape. (right) Self-organized MPs.

ous shape that is connected along the top and bottom edge, because of the toroidal
structure of the computational environment.
Since the field functions generated by the evolution process is very complex, we
simplified them with Maple(TM) and conducted tests to ensure that the simplified
functions still produce the same aggregate structures. The simplified field functions
that produce these shapes are listed in Table 1, along with the number of generations
needed to derive the original, unsimplified functions.
While these functions are complex compared to the simplicity of the target
shapes, our results demonstrate the proof-of-concept that paradigms for spatial self-
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Shape
ellipse
diamond
hourglass

Field Function
(ln (d/t) − ln (cos (θ )))td −1 
−1
ln (d/t) − 0.924414 θ −1 − 0.36356
td−1
2
d
3.4950 θ cos 2d/ ln cos −e + d
t +d

Generation
7th
11th
54th

ln 2 d − 2 θ + 0.94606 (d − cos (0.23102 θ ))
cross

−1
· 2 d − 2 θ + 0.94606 (ln (d) (−2.4533 − 2 θ + d))/(ln (ln (d))) + 0.94606t
!
−1

· (cos (0.23102 θ ))



+ (sin (t) + t)/(cos (t)) + 0.94606t −1

0.39755 d + 0.39755 cos (θ ) + 0.39755 sin (θ )

− sin (0.67004 + θ ) d + 0.67004 + d − 2.1101 (sin (0.67004 + θ ))2

−1
− (d + 0.57590) − sin (sin (0.67004 + θ )) −300 (e0.0016497+t ln (10))/(t (t + d)) − t + θ − 0.67004
−1 
letter ‘S’
+0.20668 d
(sin (0.67004 + θ ))−1 − (d + 0.57590)
!

−1 −1
sin (ln (−0.52255 θ /t) (1.1275 + cos (t)))
letter ‘b’

star
triangle

30th

cos (ln (cos (cos (ln (t/d)))))
cos (cos (ln (t/(cos (cos (cos (cos (ln (d)))))))))

Table 1 Summary of shapes, field functions, and the generation that produced the function.

organization algorithms may be derived from the morphogenetic behaviors of cells.
As stated in section 2, compared with other approaches, our method does not require
the primitives to possess macroscopic shape information, to establish a global coordinate system, or to know their global positions in the environment. Nor does our
method require a specialized seed primitive, or a global gradient information, which
is generally used in potential field methods. In our method, user-defined shapes simply emerge from numerous local interactions among the self-organizing low-level
primitives.
Given the stochastic nature of genetic programming, a number of pleasant surprises were produced during the evolution process. These are field functions that
direct MPs to produce unwanted, but still quite interesting, shapes and patterns. A
set of these surprising results are included in Figure 11. The most remarkable of
these accidental shapes are the gear shapes in the first row.

6.2 Rotating, Self-Aligning MPs
In the second set of experiments we investigated MPs’ capacity to properly selforganize given that they are initialized with both random locations and orientations
and allowed to align with the coordinate systems of their immediate neighbors. Our
results demonstrate that MPs, given these random initial conditions, not only are

14th

27th

42nd
47th
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Fig. 11 Unexpected shapes produced by a variety of MPs.

able to form into user-specified shapes but can also self-align into a common orientation. The latter outcome empirically corroborates the theoretical result of Tanner
et al. [49].
We used MPs with a common, fixed orientation in the genetic programming process when attempting to evolve chemical field functions for target shapes. This is
the case for the shapes in presented in Figure 7 through 10. The field function evolution process with fixed orientations is computationally less expensive than with
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(a) frame = 240

(b) frame = 280

(c) frame = 320

(d) frame = 360 (e) frame = 1000

Fig. 12 MPs self-aligning and self-organizing into an ellipse.

(a) frame = 0

(b) frame = 230

(c) frame = 300

(d) frame = 400

(e) frame = 710

Fig. 13 MPs self-aligning and self-organizing into a diamond.

(a) frame = 70

(b) frame = 440

(c) frame = 570

(d) frame = 660

(e) frame = 900

Fig. 14 MPs self-aligning and self-organizing into an hourglass.

(a) frame = 300

(b) frame = 600

(c) frame = 680

Fig. 15 MPs self-aligning and self-organizing into a cross.

(d) frame = 840 (e) frame = 1000
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(a) frame = 140

(b) frame = 330

(c) frame = 540

(d) frame = 810 (e) frame = 1000

Fig. 16 MPs self-aligning and self-organizing into a ‘b’.

(a) frame = 290

(b) frame = 700

(c) frame = 780

(d) frame = 960 (e) frame = 1000

Fig. 17 MPs self-aligning and self-organizing into an ‘S’.

(a) frame = 350

(b) frame = 620

(c) frame = 700

(d) frame = 970 (e) frame = 1000

Fig. 18 MPs self-aligning and self-organizing into a star.

(a) frame = 420

(b) frame = 580

(c) frame = 720

(d) frame = 900 (e) frame = 1000

Fig. 19 MPs self-aligning and self-organizing into a triangle.
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self-aligning MPs with arbitrary orientations (described in SEction 4.5). We have
found that the number of generations needed to generate field functions is shorter
when MPs are not allowed to rotate and have a common coordinate system. However, the chemical field functions evolved with fixed orientation primitives are also
able to direct primitives with different orientations to aggregate into the same target
shape, as long as they self-align into a common orientation, as seen in Figures 12
through 19.
In these figures the orientation of an MP is visualized with the HSV color scheme
by mapping orientation angle to the Hue channel. Here, ω = 0◦ maps to red, ω =
120◦ maps to green, and ω = 240◦ maps to blue. Each MP is displayed as a colored
disk, with a short line indicating its orientation. The horizontal right direction(+x)
is defined as ω = 0◦ . In the color examples it can be seen that the MPs both align to
form a common coordinate system (the orientation colors become uniform) and selforganize into the desired shape, a typical result for our second set of experiments.
The letter ’b’ in Figure 16 is the one shape that does not fully align all of its MPs.
It should also be noted that the image sequences are not all taken at the same time
intervals; thus explaining the varying degrees of mixing and self-alignment in the
sequences.

Fig. 20 ”Static” chemical fields emitted by the star, diamond and letter ‘b’ MPs.

6.3 Chemical Field Visualization
In order to better understanding the self-organization of the chemical fields of the
MPs, we visualize the spatial distribution of the chemical concentrations. Visualizations of the chemical fields surrounding individual MPs are given in Figures 20, 21
and 22. Darker portions of the field represent regions of higher chemical concentration and the red regions are isoregions (regions where the chemical concentration
have approximately the same value). Figure 20 presents the “static” chemical fields
of the MPs that self-organize into the star, diamond, and letter ‘b’ shapes. While
the star and diamond chemical functions do contain time variables, the changing
value of time over the aggregation simulations does not significantly alter the form
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Fig. 21 Dynamic chemical field emitted by the ellipse MP.

Fig. 22 Dynamic chemical field emitted by the letter ’S’ MP.
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(a) frame = 10

(b) frame = 250

(c) frame = 450

(d) frame = 570

(e) frame = 960

Fig. 23 Cumulative chemical field emitted by a set of MPs self-organizing into an ellipse shape.

(a) frame = 90

(b) frame = 400

(c) frame = 560

(d) frame = 740 (e) frame = 1000

Fig. 24 Cumulative chemical field emitted by a set of MPs self-organizing into an hourglass shape.

(a) frame = 310

(b) frame = 690

(c) frame = 840

(d) frame = 970 (e) frame = 1000

Fig. 25 Cumulative chemical field emitted by a set of MPs self-organizing into a star shape.

(a) frame = 370

(b) frame = 520

(c) frame = 690

(d) frame = 840

(e) frame = 970

Fig. 26 Cumulative chemical field emitted by a set of MPs self-organizing into a triangle.
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of these chemical fields. Figure 21 and 22 demonstrate how the individual chemical
fields of the ellipse and letter ‘S‘ MPs change as simulation time t increases.
The ‘chemical’ fields emitted by the individual MPs accumulate in the environment. It is this cumulative field that each MP senses and responds to by moving
along its gradient. Figures 23 to 26 illustrate how the MP cumulative fields selforganize during the aggregation process. Red isoregions are drawn to further highlight the emerging structure of the fields.

7 Discussion
7.1 Generating Results
While the general procedure for discovering the chemical fields has been outlined
in previous sections, in practice the process of generating the function for a specific shape can be quite arduous. At this point in our work we are still discovering
which shapes our approach is capable of producing. In the process of attempting to
discover field functions, parameters for the approach itself were varied to find the
ones that produced the desired result. Those parameters include the probability of
following the chemical gradient, the magnitude of random movements, and the balance of mutation versus cross-over in the GP stage. Given the exploratory and still
developing nature of our work, we have experienced failures when trying to make
different target shapes. For example we failed to find field functions that produced
a heart shape and the letters O, T, U and Y.
Many times the GP process does fail to generate a proper target shape and is
caught in an undesirable local minimum configuration instead. For example, when
attempting to generate the letter ‘b’ shape, frequently the MPs form into a single
blob or an hourglass shape. One way to solve this problem is to introduce more randomness (or noise) into the system. For the GP process we increased the probability
of mutation, and for the MP aggregate simulation we randomized the order of cell
movement processing. The modifications to the GP process introduced new equation segments into the individuals, i.e the chemical field functions. Making the order
in which cells are moved during the processing of a single simulation time step increased the likelihood that a function would consistently produce a particular shape.
In other words, adding randomness to the aggregation simulations made them more
stable and predictable. This correlates with our previous cell sorting research that
showed that noise is necessary for producing highly ordered, layered cell structures
[20]. During the development of our approach we also found that we needed to improve the sensitivity and accuracy of our fitness function. This was accomplished by
squaring the ratio in Equation 9.
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Shapes
ellipse diamond hourglass cross letter ‘b’ letter ‘S’ star triangle
Fixed-orientation MP 100% 99%
10% 100% 9%
99% 50% 7%
Self-aligning MP
87%
27%
4%
100% 7%
18% 84% 39%

Table 2 Robustness of the aggregation simulations with fixed orientation MPs and self-aligning
MPs. Listed are the percentage of simulations out of 100 runs that produced a desired shape for a
variety of MPs.

7.2 Robustness
During the aggregation process, each MP starts with a random position and possibly
a random orientation. In order to evaluate the reliability/robustness of our approach,
100 aggregation simulations were performed for the ellipse, diamond, hourglass,
cross, letter ‘b’, letter ‘S’, star and triangle shapes, each with different initial conditions. One set of experiments uses MPs with fixed orientations but uniform random
initial positions. The other set of experiments uses MPs that self-align additionally with initial random orientations. The outputs of these simulations were visually
evaluated to compute a robustness statistic, the percentage of the aggregation results
that produces each desired final shape. The robustness information is summarized
in Table 2. It can be seen that only a few shapes, e.g. ellipse, diamond, cross, letter
’S’ and the star, can be produced consistently, with the ellipse and cross MPs being robust both for the fixed orientation and self-aligning MPs. It is interesting to
note that the robustness of the shape formation process significantly decreases for
some shapes when including self-alignment, e.g. for the ellipse, diamond and letter
’S’. However for some shapes initialization with random orientation followed by
local alignment improves the robustness, e.g. for the star and triangle. Overall, these
statistics highlight the fact that self-organizing MPs do not always aggregate into
the desired form. We are now investigating how to link statistics derived from the
initial conditions with the probability of generating the desired shape.

7.3 Dynamic Stability
Since simulation time t is included as a variable in the chemical field function, our
approach effectively evolves field functions that direct MPs to aggregate into the
desired shape by a certain time (1000 iterations in our experiments). We conducted
tests to determine whether the resulting aggregates are stable, unstable or periodic
structures, i.e. do MPs reach their desired shape and maintain it, do MPs attain
their desired shape by 1000 iterations then collapse into a another shape, or do they
oscillate between two shapes. In our tests we extended the total number of iterations
to 1500. After iteration 1000, t was held constant; thus fixing the structure of the
individual chemical fields for the remainder of the simulation. Since the probability
of an MP following the chemical concentration gradient is a function of simulation
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time as well, as in Equation 8, the probability of following the gradient was set to 1.0
once the iterations exceeded 1000. MPs always followed the chemical field gradient
in the later stages of these tests.
The results of these tests for MPs that achieved their target shape at 1000 iterations are summarized as the following. The ellipse, diamond and star aggregates
always maintain their target shape. The hourglass, letter ‘b’ and letter ‘S’ shapes
keep their target shapes approximately 50% of the time. The cross aggregates turn
into a hexagonal form and the triangle aggregates turn into a bow tie shape. These
experiments suggest that the self-organizing systems that form the ellipse, diamond
and star shapes are stable after time step 1000; while the hourglass, letter ’b’ and
letter ’S’ MPs are semi-stable, while the cross and triangle are unstable at least in
terms of producing the desired shapes. Exploring and understanding this complex
dynamic behavior will be the focus of future work.

7.4 Running Times
A significant amount of computation is needed for the genetic process to produce the
chemical field function for a particular shape. Each 1000-time-step MP simulation
requires approximately 4-CPU to 30-CPU minutes on a 2.4 GHz Opteron processor, depending on the complexity of the chemical field function. Initially the GP
calculations were performed on an 8-node cluster, and then later were migrated to a
64-core cluster. Since the overhead of distributing the computation over the nodes is
quite small compared to the simulation times themselves, we found that we achieved
nearly linear speed-ups in our distributed GP system [2], with an approximately 64×
speed-up on the 64-core cluster.
Given our computing cluster and the time required for each aggregation simulation, each 100-individual generation requires approximately one hour of actual time
to compute. Since the GP process may produce the desired function on average by
the 30th generation, a successful run can derive a shape-specific field function in one
to two days. In our experience though, several of these day-long runs are needed to
find the correct parameters to produce the desired result. Of course, once we have the
correct chemical field function only a small amount of computation (approximately
15 CPU-minutes) is needed to simulate the desired aggregation behavior.

8 Conclusion
Motivated by the natural phenomenon of living cells self-organizing into specific
shapes and structures, we have presented a new approach to shape formation using self-organizing primitives whose behaviors are based on cell biology. The key
concept is that local interactions between the 2D primitives, called Morphogenetic
Primitives (MPs), direct them to aggregate into a user-defined macroscopic shape.
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The interactions are based on the chemotaxis-inspired aggregation movements exhibited by actual living cells. Here, cells emit a chemical into their environment.
Each cell responds by moving in the direction of the cumulative chemical field gradient detected at its surface. MPs, though, do not completely mimic the behavior
of real cells. The chemical fields are explicitly defined as mathematical functions
and are derived via genetic programming. A fitness measure, based on the shape
that emerges from the aggregation process, directs the evolution of the function.
We have implemented a distributed GP system to speed up the evolution process.
We have successfully applied this method to evolve the interaction rules to form
a number of simple shapes and have conducted preliminary analysis of the overall
approach.
The work described here represents the first stage of a long-term effort to develop cell/developmental-biology-inspired algorithms for spatial self-organization,
with chemotaxis being the first cellular behavior to be investigated as a selforganization paradigm. At this stage many open questions remain about the specifics
of chemotaxis-based shape composition. What class of shapes can be produced
with this paradigm? Why don’t the field functions always produce the same shape?
How can the robustness be improved? What is the relationship between the form
of a chemical field function and its associated final aggregated shape? Finding the
answers to these questions is the focus of our current research. The results presented here provide the proof of concept that paradigms for general spatial selforganization algorithms may be found by studying cell biology, specifically the intercellular mechanisms of morphogenesis.
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